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PROJECTS 
This department welcomes brief notes and article-length 
manuscripts. The former may include announcements of contempla- 
ted or ongoing projects, information on doctoral theses in progress 
or completed (writer, title, institution, supervisor, and avail- 
able information on completion time) , proposals and questions, and 
requests for assistance. Announcements of individual research 
projects, including theses, are very important to avoid awkward 
and wasteful duplication of effort. Articles will ordinarily 
describe projected, in-process, or completed large-scale projects 
involving one or several scholars and should follow the same 
standards as other articles. They will be abstracted and indexed 
like other articles, and authors will be supplied with free reprints 
THESES COMPLETED AT THE I NSTI TUTE OF HISTORY 
OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY OF THE ACADEMY OF SCIENCE 
OF THE USSR IN 1975 
A. I. Kudrymova - Razvitie teorii gamma-funktsii posle 
Eul era (Development of the theory of the gamma function sirlce Euler 
V. G. Babaev - Vosniknovenie i razvitie osnovnkh ponyatii 
matematicheskogo analiza--beskonechno malaya, predel (Origin 
and development of the foundations of analysis--infinitely small 
quantities, limits.) 
STUDY OF ARTHUR CAYLEY 
The project is a study of Arthur Cayley (1821-95) and will 
initially consist of editing his correspondence with Sylvester 
for the forty years from 1849 (or earlier?). Unfortunately, the 
correspondence (at St. Johns College, Cambridge) is very far 
from complete and many letters (particularly from Cayley) are 
missing. I would be grateful for any information which might 
lead to the discovery of any correspondence in which Cayley 
took part. Please write to: Tony Crilly, Middlesex Polytechnic, 
Queensway, Enfield, Middlesex, England. 
L, En J, BROUWER BIOGRAPHICAL MATERIAL 
Any material--documentary or otherwise--will be welcomed by 
D. van Dalen, (Mathematisch Instituut, Budapestlaan 6, Utrecht, 
Netherlands) and W. P. van Stigt, (Whiteland’s College, London 
University, Westhill, Putney, London, England), who are preparing 
a biography of L. E. J. Brouwer. 
